
Emergency Mashiko
Mashiko Wall 900 Emergency
Polished Chrome 39W

MASHIKO EM 900 0911

Polished Chrome 39W

Quicklink: Q30C0

General

Colour Chrome

Construction Steel / Glass

IP Rating IP44

Emergency Type Maintained

Dimensions

Depth 80mm

Height 900mm

Width 80mm

Electrical

Input Voltage 240V

Maximum Wattage 39W

The Mashiko Wall 900 Emergency is a bathroom mirror light that can be mounted

horizontally or vertically to provide additional light to highlight mirrors, bathroom cabinets

and sink area. This fitting has five frosted glass faces allowing light to diffuse in all

directions. A 39W fluorescent lamp is incorporated into the fitting, providing sufficient

light for tasks such as shaving whilst also meeting the requirements of Part L building

regulations on the conservation of power. Additionally, this product has been converted

from the original Mashiko Wall 900 using a specialist pack for emergency operation.

Emergency packs are used in commercial buildings as a safety precaution in the event of a

power outage, ensuring that light fittings remain on so that people can find their way out of

a building in the event of an emergency.

There are two types of emergency lighting: maintained and non-maintained. Maintained

light fittings are illuminated at all times using the same lamps for both normal and

emergency operation, whilst non-maintained light fittings only become illuminated in the

event of a power failure. This product is a maintained emergency fitting. Please note

maintained emergency fittings can also be wired as non-maintained.

This fitting is IP44 rated, allowing for location in bathroom zone 2 (see technical tab).

Constructed from steel and glass and finished in polished chrome with integral ballast. It is

mains switching only and not dimming compatible. A 39W T5 fluorescent lamp must be

purchased separately. Smaller/larger versions of this product as well as matching ceiling

lights are also available.
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